ABOUT US

With the help of holidaymakers, TUI Care Foundation is harnessing the positive impacts of tourism to make a difference for people and places in destinations around the world.

The independent, corporate foundation values transparency and the efficient use of funds. Therefore, 100% of the donations made by holidaymakers goes to project partners. TUI covers all operating costs for the foundation.

BIG CHANGES, MORE IMPACT

The foundation was founded in the Netherlands in 2011. In order to increase its positive impact in holiday destinations, TUI Care Foundation repositioned itself in 2015 as the corporate foundation of TUI Group, the world’s leading tourism business with over 20 million customers.

The year 2016 has been used to fund the first projects as the renewed foundation, and to adapt to the increase in scale impacting on the governance, the strategy and policies, project and financial management, and communication. In 2017 we will build even more on the potential of tourism as a force for good.

DONATIONS

€ 3,299,264
received in financial year 2016
2015: € 149,655

€ 301,428
received for operating costs
2015: € 39,648

€ 2,997,836
received for projects
2015: € 110,007

€ 65,475
spend on operating costs
2015: € 97,581

€ 267,981
spend on projects in holiday destinations
2015: € 65,174

EXPENDITURE

OUR FIELDS OF ENGAGEMENT

EMPOWERING YOUNG PEOPLE
€ 158,282

PROTECTING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
€ 16,483

THRIVING DESTINATIONS
€ 65,416

EMERGENCY RELIEF
€ 27,800

Since 2011 TUI Care Foundation has supported 39 projects in around 20 different countries worldwide. We initiated and funded projects that empower young people, protect the environment and support thriving destinations. That’s what we mean when we say Caring for a Better World.

www.tuicarefoundation.com
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
TUI ACADEMY - Protecting youngsters from exploitation by building their life skills and providing vocational training in tourism in cooperation with Plan Netherlands

SPAIN
TUI CARES - Preserving unique cultural heritage and providing disadvantaged people with new perspectives in an innovative Lanzarote wine project in collaboration with Ecopalmer and Grevislan

GREECE
TUI CARES - Creating new opportunities for wine farmers on Crete to offer their produce and experiences to holidaymakers in collaboration with Futouris

ZANZIBAR
TUI ACADEMY - Opening up new perspectives for young women and men to become a tourist guide and build a career together with Kawa Training Center

CURACAO
TUI CLEAN & GREEN - Supporting sustainable waste management and recycling operations in the tourism sector in cooperation with Green Force

GAMBIA / CAPE VERDE
TUI Fly employees donated time and money to help and meet local people related to education, animal welfare and social projects in Gambia and Cape Verde together with ActLocal

NAMIBIA
TUI ACADEMY - Providing professional training in the hospitality sector for disadvantaged young women in the NFA Girls Center in Windhoek together with Futouris and the programme ‘Sport for development’ of German development cooperation

GAMBIA / CAPE VERDE
TUI FUTURE FUND - Supporting Doctors Without Borders on the islands of Kos and Lesbos for their work for people who are on the run

ZANZIBAR
TUI ACADEMY - Opening up new perspectives for young women and men to become a tourist guide and build a career together with Kawa Training Center

EUROPE
TUI CLEAN & GREEN - Supporting the sustainable food programme of Futouris related to food waste reduction in the hotel and cruise sector

SPAIN
TUI CARES - Preserving unique cultural heritage and providing disadvantaged people with new perspectives in an innovative Lanzarote wine project in collaboration with Ecopalmer and Grevislan

GREECE
TUI CARES - Creating new opportunities for wine farmers on Crete to offer their produce and experiences to holidaymakers in collaboration with Futouris

NAMIBIA
TUI ACADEMY - Providing professional training in the hospitality sector for disadvantaged young women in the NFA Girls Center in Windhoek together with Futouris and the programme ‘Sport for development’ of German development cooperation

GAMBIA / CAPE VERDE
TUI FUTURE FUND - Supporting Doctors Without Borders on the islands of Kos and Lesbos for their work for people who are on the run

ZANZIBAR
TUI ACADEMY - Opening up new perspectives for young women and men to become a tourist guide and build a career together with Kawa Training Center

- The project photos are made available by Plan International DE (cover), Plan Nederland, Kawa Training Center, GIZ/Stefan Osthuizen, Doctors Without Borders/Jodi Hilton, Green Force, Futouris, TUI Care Foundation/Hannah de Blaaij -